IN THE RUSH OF OUR MODERN-DAY DRIVE to recycle, reduce, and reuse it is easy to forget that some materials have always been very ecologically sound. By their very nature, metals such as brass and bronze are perfect candidates for recycling. We are proud to say it has always been a basic tenet of our industry to use the maximum possible recycled metal content in our fine hardware products.
HOW CAN OUR PRODUCTS MAKE YOUR PROJECTS BETTER?

Baldwin luxury home hardware products can support the following aspects of green building:

**LEED MR Credit 4.1:**
Recycled Content: 10% (post-consumer + 1/2 pre-consumer)

**LEED MR Credit 4.1:**
Recycled Content: 20% (post-consumer + 1/2 pre-consumer)

**NAHB Model Green Home Building Guidelines 2.4:**
Use Recycled Content Materials

Additionally, select Baldwin products can offer Regional Material benefits when used in projects within much of the northeastern United States. Consult your Baldwin sales representative for more information about Baldwin and green building.